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program counter value, and machine
status. This information is used to save
and restore the machine state. Multilevel
state switching can be accomplished
without completing any program in the
chain because current status is stacked
in a nested manner. This automatic
feature not only speeds the process, but
prevents errors by relieving the
programmer of the task of saving this
information.
Modular software designed in
conjunction with the hardware makes a
"building block" approach possible.
The Basic Executive System (BESl4000)
is a control program including
system management routines and a
sophisticated scheduling system which
greatly simplifies programming.
BESl4000 is itself part of a larger
scheme called Program Development
System (PDSl4000) which provides the

user with an easily used, flexible tool
to develop programs to fit his
applications. PDSl4000 includes a very
powerful assembler, a flexible linkage
editor for combining separate programs,
and a Fortran IV package allowing
in-line assembly code. PDSl4000
supports and extends the hardware
capabilities, enabling the user to obtain
maximum system performance in his
application.
The instruction set also takes
advantage of the coordinated
interaction between software and
hardware by reducing the number of
instructions required. Arithmetic and
logical instructions are bidirectional;
that is, one instruction such as Add
serves for both register-to-memory and
memory-to-register usage.
The assembler reduces programming
effort and increases program reliability
by saving data definitions and
performing many helpful crosschecks.
The assembler also uses the saved
definitions to select the appropriate
hardware instruction for the most
commonly used operations-Replace
(RPL), Add (A), Subtract (S), Compare
(C), And (N), Or (O),and Exclusive
Or (X).

Since hardware support of common
software operations increases
reliability and lowers programming
cost, it is offered for such diverse
features as Initial Program Load,
subroutine control stacks, and various
arithmetic and addressing functions.
For instance, hardware support for
arithmetic includes add, subtract,
multiply, divide, and square root for
both 18- and 36-bit quantities. Hardware
stacks and queues are provided to
support real-time tasks efficiently.
Modular construction, storage
protection, and instructions reserved for
privileged programs provide foregroundbackgound processing capabilities,
making the CIPl4000 supremely
well-suited to process controls
applications. For instance, the CIPl4000
can maintain program integrity when
scanning hundreds of instruments, pulse
trains, and process alarms in the
foreground mode, while programs are
being compiled, assembled, and tested
in the background mode.
Complete courses on every aspect of
the CIP/4000 are offered in our modern
training center. And our trained field
service organization is equipped to
deal with your problems immediately.

Microprogrammed . . .
Software Programmable
The CIPl2100 is a general-purpose
microprogrammed computer. The basic
elements of the ClPl2100 include the
operational registers, core memory,
interrupt system, inputloutput system
and control console. A number of
different processor and peripheral
equipment options are available to meet
a broad range of system requirements.
The mechanical and electrical design is
the basis for a series of machine
configurations built with standard
functional blocks.
The design concepts embodied in the
CIPl2100 provide a unique combination
of features not available in other small
computer systems. These include:
Speed The machine incorporates 220

nanosecond microcommand execution
and a 1.1 microsecond core memory
cycle time. The short microcommand
clock step and core memory cycles
allow for fast execution of the
exceptionally powerful CIPl2100
instructions, high inputloutput transfer
rates, and excellent overall throughput
rates.
Flexibility Microprogramming permits
tailoring of the system to specific
applications. Application-oriented
macroinstructions or microprogrammed
subroutines may be added to the
standard CIPl2100 instruction repertoire
to increase system efficiency and
throughput and to reduce hardware
costs. The modular design of the core

memory, read-only store, processor
options, and inputloutput elements
permits expansion of the basic system
as required. The compact enclosure has
a number of spare circuit board slots
and ample power for system and
peripheral interface, even when the
computer is fully expanded.

Low System Cost The CIPt2100 uses
TTL monolithic integrated circuits,
including a large number of the medium
scale integration types, for savings in
parts and assembly time. The use of
read-only storage for control further
reduces the number of circuits required
to provide functional capability.
Packaging and powering has been
designed for system applications rather
than stand-alone computer operation to

reduce integration costs to a minimum.
The higher microcommand execution
speed can be used to minimize interface
and controller hardware, resulting in
further reduction of system cost.
The CIPl2100 computer with its eight
address modes, variable byte data, and
hardware multiply and divide constitutes
an extremely powerful minicomputer.
The ease of programming coupled with
a true priority system, concurrent 110
data transfer, and modular construction
allow the CIP/2100 to be applied to a
wide variety of tasks. The reliability and
quality of manufacturing and testing
particularly tailor the unit for areas
requiring reduced maintenance support.
Training and support are structured to
provide the services requirea for an
OEM customer.

